Low temperature kinetics and energetics of the electron and hole traps in irradiated TiO2 nanoparticles as revealed by EPR spectroscopy.
We have monitored exclusively the dynamics of photogenerated charge carriers trapping in deep traps and trapped electron-hole recombination in UV irradiated anatase TiO2 powders by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy at 10 K. The results reveal that the strategy of using low temperatures contributes to the stabilization of the charged pair states for hours by reducing the rate of electron-hole recombination processes. Since only the localized states such as holes trapped at oxygen anions and electrons trapped at coordinatively unsaturated cations are accessible to EPR spectroscopy, the time-dependent population and depopulation of these EPR signals reflect the kinetics and energetics of these trap states. The data support a model of sequential accumulation of deep trap site populations in which the initial fast direct trapping into a deep trap site is followed by slower carrier trap-to-trap hopping until a deep trap is encountered for both photogenerated electrons and holes. Effective modeling of the subsequent decay of trapped-holes is achieved by employing a first-order kinetics, whereas the decay of either surface- or inner-trapped electrons has both a fast and a slow component. The fast component is attributed to a trapped-electron and a free-hole recombination, and the slow component is attributed to trapped electron-hole recombination. The activation energies for the process of diffusion of trapped electrons from their Ti3+ trapping sites are estimated.